1. Fold paper in half lengthwise.

2. Fold top corner down to line up with the center fold line.

3. Flip over and repeat on opposite side.

4. Fold tip edge away from the center line, forming a triangle. Crease at the top of the fold only. This makes a mark for Step 6.

5. Open sheet.

6. Fold top corner down across center line to the fold mark you made in Step 4, then open it up again.

Now You’re the Inventor! Make “The Racer”
1. Fold tip down to the V where the edges meet the center lines.
2. Repeat on opposite side.
3. Flip plane over and fold in half along original center line (from Step 1).
4. Fold corner from Step 6 back down, and fold the corner from Step 7 over it.
5. Fold top outside corner down to center line, forming a small triangle. Line up edges.
6. Fold corner from Step 6 back down, and fold the corner from Step 7 over it.
7. Wrap extra paper to other side.
8. Fold wing down so that the wing tip extends below the center line. Repeat on opposite side.
9. Adjust wings and FLY!